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Gerig highlights Airband 'Tradition'
'Fiddler' performance wins first place for both shows
By Andrew Neel
News Editor

Photo by Timmy Huynh

Sophomore Luke Larson, junior Brandon Jacob and sophomores Peter Kuehl and Ben Anderson from Gerig Hall dance while wearing hats
with bottles on top during their fourth performance of "Tradition" Thursday night at Airband 2007. Gerig's act from "Fiddler on the Roof"
won first place overall, marking the second time in three years Gerig has won top honors.

Want to talk about Airband?
Critique the judges?
Hear the songs?
Check it out this week on
The Loop
10 p.m. Tuesday
One of WTUR 89.7 FM’s 10 radio programs.
WTUR 89.7 FM
Access it on the network:
portal.taylor.edu/wtur/stream

Taylor hosts hunt to
reduce deer on land
By MaKenzie Doepke
Staff Writer
Taylor is spearheading a
deer herd reduction campaign planned for November
and December on the land
bordering the Randall Environmental Studies Center.
Taylor is selecting eight
individuals to participate in
an archery hunt in specified
areas.
The over-population of
deer is causing severe damage to the flora in the land
behind Randall, said Facilities Services Director Greg
Eley, a member of the New
Land Use Committee.
The committee unanimously approved hunting
on the land because some of
these plant species are rare
and are slowly disappearing
due to an influx of deer.
The hunting during this
time period is not for recreational opportunities but
rather to control a problem
that has persisted on the Taylor campus for two years,
Eley said.
Hunting is the only method that will solve the problem of the deer over-population, Eley said.
“Lethal hunting is the most
practical and most cost-effi-

News

cient method,” he said.
The committee considered
other options, such as contraception, feeding and fencing,
but all proved ineffective in
herd control, he said.
Taylor is inviting qualified
staff and faculty, as well as
members of the community,
to apply to participate in the
lottery which will choose the
eight hunters. Four hunters
will come from the staff and
faculty pool and four applicants from the community
pool.
For legal and safety reasons, students may not participate in the herd reduction.
Taylor has chosen to use
archery as the sole hunting
method in this herd reduction, stating this reduces
safety risks.
The herd reduction will
take place during deer hunting season and remains within Indiana state laws.
The committee is asking
each hunter to harvest three
deer per person.
According to the plan,
hunters will donate any deer
meat they do not use to either
the national organization
Hunters Against Hunger or
the Grant County Community Food Bank.

It was only a bottle on a
hat.
Well, actually it was six
bottles on six hats, but the intense choreography of the six
dancers in Gerig Hall’s performance of “Tradition” catapulted the act to first place in
Airband 2007.
Gerig’s “Fiddler on the
Roof” tribute placed first in
both shows of the Discovery Channel-themed event,
which featured nine performances, most of which came
from musicals.
Second East Wengatz
claimed second place for a
rendition of “Greased Lightning.” The act included
throwing performers into
the air while senior Andrew
Miller and sophomore Jeff
Hubley rocked out on their
Guitar Hero controllers.
Second West Olson’s performance of “One Short Day
in the Emerald City” took
third place overall. The act
from the musical “Wicked”
featured an elaborate background set, vibrant costumes
and a cameo from President
Eugene Habecker.
This marks the first year for

Airband to have two planned
shows, after last year’s 8:15
p.m. showing oversold tickets, forcing ICC to run two
performances for the first
time in Airband history.
Echo Airband awards:
Best Costumes

“One Short Day in the
Emerald City”
by Second West Olson

Best Background Set

The Rice Bell Tower
“What Is This Feeling?”
by Swallow Robin

Best Faculty Cameo

“I want him dead.”
-Skip Trudeau
as James Darjeeling
-andJessica Rousselow-Winquist
and Jerry Cramer
trashing the WTUR studio

Best Pop Culture Reference

The use of the song
“Come Clean” by Hillary Duff
in the commercial
“Out of Tune”

Best Cross-dressing

Mark Heydlauff in “Hairspray”
by Third South English
and First Bergwall

Class of 1957 gives $300K for prayer chapel
By Brittany Hosford
Contributor
It takes $1.7 million to
build a prayer chapel. Thanks
to Taylor’s Class of 1957, the
memorial prayer chapel is almost there.
The Class of 1957 has
pledged $300,000 to fund
the memorial prayer chapel, which represents a significant and generous commitment, Vice President for
Advancement Ben Sells said.
The gift brings the pledge total to $1.3 million.
Upon celebrating their
50th-anniversary,
Taylor
classes traditionally donate
monetary gifts to the university. But this gift represents
the biggest ever donated by
a 50th-anniversary class, said
Nelson Rediger, associate director of the William Taylor
Foundation and coordinator
of all 50th-anniversary reunion activities.
Five years ago, Rediger
started planning this gift
with a committee from the
class. President Eugene Habecker will receive a check
worth more than $1 million
Saturday morning, including
the $300,000 donation, the
cash goal set for the prayer
chapel last year.
The driving force behind
the idea of a class gift is allowing alumni to show appreciation for all they learned
at Taylor and to help provide
a way for future students
to get a Christian education
and to share that with others,
said alumna Joan Gilkison,
one of the 50th-anniversary
class committee members.
Gilkison said she hopes
her class’ gift will help Tay-
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The Class of 1957 has contributed $300,000 to the construction of the memorial prayer chapel.

lor and its students reach full
potential in Christ.
“The class gift is our gift to
this school and the future of
the students, so they can do

even better things than we
did,” Gilkison said.
The idea of giving to the
prayer chapel was on a lot
of the class members’ hearts,

Gilkison said, and the class
chose the project by voting.
More than 90 percent of
the class contributed to the
project, Rediger said.
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TU network helps publish Iraq journal
BY AUDRA GUSTIN
STAFF WRITER
Alumnus Wesley English
serves as an example of how
helpful the Taylor community can be after graduation.
English (’04) worked with
more than six different current students and graduates
to help self-publish a friend’s
book, entitled “Boredom by
Day, Death by Night: An Iraq
War Journal.”
The book presents the journals of Seth Conner, a former
Iraq soldier who was a high
school friend of English. And
when English learned of the
prospect of editing the book,
he turned to his Taylor network to see if he could ﬁnd
assistance.

“It’s a great
opportunity to
work outside of
Taylor and gain
experience on a
project that is more
than just a class
assignment.”
-Erik NewbyAnd he found plenty of it.
A Taylor graphic design class
created the cover of the book,
as well as the logo, business
cards and letterhead design
of the publishing house English set up.

English hired a fellow
alumna and friend to copyedit the book. And recently,
a Taylor marketing class began developing a marketing
strategy for the book as a
group project.
“I really love the Taylor
community,” English said. “I
think of Taylor naturally for
a lot of things.”
English has primarily used
his own contacts from his
Taylor years: Ashley Haag
(’07), who designed the cover,
was friends with both English and his wife, the former
Maria Baptista (’05). For the
letterhead and business card
design, Haag recommended
asking another student, Erik
Newby (‘07), who still needed a project for his pro-bono
assignment.
“It was a win-win situation,” English said.
Newby agreed, saying the
project added a nice element
to his portfolio.
“It’s a great opportunity to
work outside of Taylor and
gain experience on a project
that is more than just a class
assignment,” Newby said.
Liz Boltz Ranfeld (’05),
who became a copyeditor of
the book, was also a friend
of English. Ranfeld is in the
midst of setting up her own
editing business, and English became one of her ﬁrst
clients.
“I like the idea of keeping
it in the Taylor community,”
English said.
English’s sister, Audrey, a
Taylor junior, transcribed the
journal, in addition to providing a connection for her
brother on the Taylor cam-
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Taylor University alumnus Wesley English speaks to professor Thom Satterlee's advanced writing class on Wednesday evening.

pus by talking with people
and distributing copies of the
new book.
Audrey English had the
idea to ask Marketing Professor Jody Hirschy to have
the principles of marketing
class develop an advertising
concept for the book.
Hirschy agreed to the proposal, which ﬁt with the general set up of her class.
Businesses
approach
Hirschy as potential subjects,
and the class usually helps
four to 16 businesses.
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The class functions as an
alternative to an ad agency
or promotion ﬁrm, giving
students invaluable real-life
practice of marketing skills,
Hirschy said.
Students need to apply
their learning because it
helps them develop professional, relational and practical skills, she said, explaining that tangible experience

gives a graduate an edge in
today’s market.
English
and
Hirschy
agreed that future collaborations between alumni and
Taylor resources were an
appealing prospect. English said he may hire some
members of the marketing
team beyond their class assignment. Newby also said
he would consider following

English’s example of interaction with the marketing class
if he had the need for promotion.
English said he was able
to work well with Taylor
because of how his own personal connections have beneﬁted him.
“It's just about making
a network,” English said.
“That's the key.”

TU biology professor to head
national teacher association
By Emily Moore
Contributor

The new president-elect
of the National Association
of Biology Teachers loves
Adventures in Odyssey and
is on a quest to visit all 50
states.
John Moore, chair of the
biology department at Taylor University, will begin his
term of leadership at NABT
in January.
After serving as presidentelect, Moore will spend a
year each as president and
past president, with responsibilities that change accordingly.
“The vision that I have for
NABT is that it becomes very
similar to the vision (at Taylor). It's engaging,” Moore
said. “We as a professional
organization (at NABT) have
to engage those who are in
our profession.”

Moore aims to assist and
prepare all members of the
biology ﬁeld, whether they
are young or experienced.
“It's getting them to become part of that organization – a professional – versus
just sitting inside of a classroom and not having input
or not having the type of expertise that would help them
become better,” he said.
As a result of his new position at NABT, Moore will step
down from chairing the biology department, but his roles
at Taylor will not change in
any other way, he said of his
upcoming tenure with the
organization of more than
9,000 based in Reston, Va.
Moore's students know
him as someone who frequently integrates faith and
learning in the classroom.
“Do I know God's will for
me? You'd think at my age
that I would,” Moore said
one morning in a general biology class. “God's will for
me is not a job. God's will
is for me to take the gospel
wherever he leads me. That
means in my location and in
my profession.”
Moore originally hails
from Pennsylvania. He graduated from Taylor University
in the year 1972, 14 years before many in Taylor’s senior
class were born.
Moore, a founding member
of the Brotherhood, moved

to Wengatz his sophomore
year.
One of his lifetime dreams
was to be a professor at Taylor University, said Moore's
nephew, junior Jacob Elsts.
Moore has visited almost
all 50 states, Elsts said, although he has yet to set foot
in a few, including Alaska.

"The vision that
I have for NABT is
that it becomes very
similar to the
vision (at Taylor).
It's engaging."
-John MooreBut Elsts told of rumors of
cheating in this mission.
Once, Elsts said, Moore
drove to the border of a
Northern state just to put a
foot across into the unvisited
state.
No ﬁnal ruling exists on
whether this is permitted,
Elsts said.
Along with his passion for
biology, Moore is an avid fan
of Adventures in Odyssey.
Moore teaches in the Irish
Studies Program and has
crossed Ireland by foot.
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Making the cut for Thoroughly Modern Millie
By Hannah Beers
Contributor

Tracy Manning, director
of the upcoming fall musical
“Thoroughly Modern Millie,”
expects a high level of commitment from her performers.
And from the female members of this year's cast, she
expects one more thing: short
haircuts.
“During auditions they
asked us if we’d be willing
to change our appearance,”
freshman cast member Audrey Henderson said. “I think
a lot of people said yes without really thinking about it.”
While students were not
speciﬁcally told about the required hairstyles at the auditions, the setting of the show
– the 1920s – is known for its
fashion.
“If you knew the show,
and if you took any time to
research ’20s hairstyles, you
would know,” Manning said.
“It wasn’t a secret.”
Junior Kathy St. Cyr, who
plays Millie, said she expected
the costume to include a hairstyle change.
“I’d never thought I was
going to get (the part of) Millie, but I knew that if I did, I
would cut my hair,” she said.
Thoroughly Modern Millie takes place in New York
City in 1922, and the lively mood of the “Roaring
Twenties” is illustrated by
women’s fashion of the time:
shorter skirt hemlines, fringe,
beads and the “bob” hairstyle.
“It’s a period where women are embracing new roles,

Photo provided by Timmy Huynh

Junior Gretchen Richards (left) looks on as freshman Sarah Lukhard gets her hair chopped for the upcoming musical, "Thoroughly Modern Millie."

learning what it means to be
modern and ﬁghting for the
right to vote,” Manning said.
“It’s a huge transition for how
women looked ... And there
was no way I could do a 1920s
musical with 20 women with
long, straight hair.”
Weeks into rehearsals, Emily Lambert, the production’s
hair and makeup supervisor,
explained the 1920s fashions

– including the necessary
hairstyle – to the cast.
The announcement at ﬁrst
brought mixed responses
from female cast members.
“She basically stood in front
of the whole cast and told us,
‘Cut your hair,’ ” freshman
Abby Wolff said. “I sort of expected it to happen … but it
was still a big shock.”
“I know there were girls

that were like, ‘Yes! I’ve been
looking for an excuse to cut
my hair!’ ” St. Cyr said. “I
have really naturally curly
hair, and bobs are meant to be
straight … so when it’s curly
it’s going to be so short!”
Manning added that, for
some women, the process became more than just a haircut.
“It became praying and
talking about identity … and

where we get our life from,”
Manning said. “Women in
our day sacriﬁce great experiences for our appearance
… God has said, ‘You are a
daughter of God.’ We have
his stamp of approval. But it’s
one thing to know it and another to live in it and believe
it.”
The experience has been a
growing one for Wolff.

“I’m really attached to my
hair,” she said. “But I think
the Lord has taught me through
this that appearance doesn’t deﬁne me.”
“We’re going to make it
work,” St. Cyr said. “I have
so much a desire to do this
character justice that I’ll do
whatever it takes to get there,
and if cutting my hair is part
of that, then bring it on!”

Habecker is very passionate
about global engagement, so
he developed this council to
help give insight.
Can you elaborate on the
video that you’re putting together for the Global Council?
(Provost Steven) Bedi and
(Dean of International Programs Chris) Bennett asked
me to make a video for the
Global Council that will be
meeting in Dublin, Ireland,

at the end of October.
The video will talk about
the various global initiatives
that we have starting on
campus.
How will the video play
into the meeting’s agenda?
The video … will help
the Global Council become
aware of what our initiatives
are, what we can do to improve and what we should
continue to (do).
This will be a discussion

starter; it’ll give insight to
many of the council members who are coming from all
around the world and don’t
necessarily know what’s going on in Upland.
How important is it to be
involved in global initiatives like these?
It’s very important, because
we know that our God is a
God of the entire world …
I believe that God is able to
use us and soften our hearts

to impact the world.
I know it’s easy for us
sometimes to get caught
up in our daily lives …
but we need to get beyond
ourselves and ... own culture and really explore the
beauty and passion of everything that He’s created in the
world.
How can we encourage
one another to be involved?
One of the biggest ways I
think is just being aware of

what’s going on in the world
… Praying for the world is
such an important aspect.
For students to be willing to
come alongside our brothers
and sisters here at Taylor to
work towards racial reconciliation will deﬁnitely help …
I would encourage people
to have an open mind to
global engagement.
Upland is amazing, but we
can’t forget our brothers and
sisters globally.

SBP shares the vision of Taylor's Global Council
Excerpts follow from The
Echo's biweekly interview with
Student Body President Tamara
Shaya.
What is the purpose of the
Global Council?
(Its purpose) is to provide
strategic leadership and perspective, to propose themes
for the locations of (global
engagement) programs.
The team is made up of …
people from ... all over the
world. (President Eugene)

Good carbs + protein = healthy equation
BY AUDRA GUSTIN
STAFF WRITER

Why eat well?
“To be healthy” is a rather
vague answer.
But healthiness has a number
of visible effects: energy to attack homework (or waste procrastinating while IMing and
jamming to iTunes), endurance
to slave over that last-minute
paper at 3 a.m. – and still get
up the next morning, an improved mood even on
those rainy days, higher
resistance to getting sick and a better condition of everything from hair and
skin to digestion.
That’s why Fitness for Life Professor Kelsie Rodman places great
importance on the following
eating habits:
1. Go for the “good carbs.”
• You can eat bread and cereal; just make sure they are
“whole” grains. Hint: White
bread and plain pasta are not
whole grains.
• You may have to check the
book of nutrition labels, located in the downstairs ofﬁce of
the dining commons, but a little “under-cover” work ahead

Features

of time will reap huge beneﬁt
during your four years of DC
eating.
• Brown rice, barley, whole
oats and other whole grains are
rich sources of ﬁber, minerals,
B vitamins and cancer-ﬁghting
phytochemicals, and they help
satisfy your appetite.
2. Pick your protein.
• Skip the breaded; go for the
grilled or broiled options.
• It’s very important to eat
a source of protein at breakfast, like one egg or one
cup skim milk. It
will help you feel
fuller until lunch,
help curb your
feeling of starvation once you get
to lunch and help
keep you awake
through
the
morning.
• Keep it low-fat. That means
brave the ﬁsh and go for chicken over beef or pork. Beans or
legumes are good low-fat protein sources.
• Nuts pack a powerful
punch; they are a great source
of protein, ﬁber and “good”
fat.
Studies have shown that as
little as one ounce of nuts ﬁve
times per week can reduce your
cardiovascular risk as much as

50 percent. A small amount of
nuts in the palm of your hand
equals one serving.
Here’s a sample menu:
Breakfast: cereal with milk,
egg ensemble and fruit.
Lunch: piece of chicken (preferably an un-deep fried version), some rice or bread, fruit
and a non-iceberg salad.
Dinner: meat or pasta combination (in one of those forms
you’ve never seen anywhere

outside the DC), whole wheat
roll, a paper cup of peanut butter or beans, another salad or
other veggie and dessert.
Salad tip: The darker the
color, healthier the lettuce. Try
the spinach leaves or mixed lettuce. Honestly, once you pour
on a good half-ladle of dressing, it really all tastes the same.
And if you eat slower,you’ll
be surprised. Eating can be a
time to relax and socialize.

where we believe
true evangelical faith
feeds the hungry ...*
where an Anabaptist vision calls us
into God’s reconciling mission in the world
Come see Jeffrey Newcomer Miller, AMBS
admissions counselor, on campus October 24
to learn more.
Associated
Mennonite
Biblical
Seminary

Elkhart, Indiana
800 964-2627

www.ambs.edu
* Menno Simons , 1496–1561

Graduate programs in theological and ministry studies
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Sophomores Mark Alhajj and Jack Reed sweep their arms during their rendition of "Greased Lightning."

Photo by Timmy Huynh

A stuffed tiger watches over the entrance of Rediger Auditorium as the audience makes its way in before the ﬁrst performance Thursday.
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Junior Kathy St. Cyr and sophomore Ellie Hawkins show off their
clown smiles after Second West Olson's performance.

DALLAS THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
Photo by Timmy Huynh

Sophomores Mary K. Smith and Erin Kingma lead the Second West Olson performance of "One Short
Day in the Emerald City."
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The men of Second East Wengatz strike a pose before they take the
stage.

Photo by Timmy Huynh

Senior Michael Skoglund plays the ﬁddle during Gerig's Airband-winning performance of "Tradition" from "Fiddler on the Roof."

Photo by Timmy Huynh

Second East Olson and Sammy II mambo their way through "West
Side Story."

www.dts.edu
800-DTS-WORD
Photo by Ellen Koch

Swallow freshmen Paul Cho, Anna Lambert, Ruth Keller and junior Amanda Trumbower express their
loathing for the Wicked Witch of the West in "What Is This Feeling" from "Wicked."

Photo by Timmy Huynh

Samuel Morris Hall Director Justin Heth does the twist during Sammy II's performance from "The Blues Brothers" as seniors Andrew Kuiper
and Scott Michel and junior Dubem Arah back him up.

Discover Dallas Seminary
Three Ways!
1. We’ll be on campus at Taylor University
on Tuesday, October 23, in the Hodson
Dining Commons.
Come meet an admissions counselor from 11 A.M. to 2 P.M.

Photo by Ellen Koch

Sophomore Jordan Leick croons his way through the Elvis Medley
performed by the second ﬂoor of English and Foundation.

2. Come to Dallas for a personal tour and sit in on classes
at our “Discover Dallas!” event on Friday,
November 2.
Photo by Ellen Koch

Senior Mark Heydlauff dances with junior Rachel Woods during Third South English and First Bergwall's
rendition of "Hairspray."

The ladies of Third East Olson perform their routine to "The Devil Went Down to Georgia."

Airband

Photo by Timmy Huynh

3. Join a live online chat, Thursday, November 8,
from 7 to 9 P.M. CST at www.dts.edu/chat.

It’s that easy.
We’re ready to help you find your voice!
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Clooney does justice to 'Michael Clayton'
By Josh Porter
A&E Editor
“Michael Clayton” contains
no gunfire and only one explosion. How, then, does it
make for one of the most intense and thrilling movies of
the fall season?
The answer lies in the film’s
heavy reliance on the charisma of its actors. In this area,
it’s difficult to imagine the
movie being any better.
George Clooney (“Ocean’s
Eleven,” “O Brother, Where
Art Thou?”) plays the title
role of Michael Clayton, a
specialized lawyer in a major law firm whose task is to
“fix” problems for important
clients, which often involves
cover-ups and acts of questionable legality and morality.
Clayton’s crooked profession
has taken him into a realm of
moral ambiguity, and it’s beginning to wear on him.
The expertly crafted script
and Clooney’s near-perfect
performance give the character of Michael Clayton a
world of depth. The film’s
plot, although based on actual events, is not particularly earth-shattering. Still,
viewers will sit on the edge of
their seats wondering what
Clayton will do next.
The plot also features Arthur Edens, a lawyer within
Clayton’s firm, who has a
sudden psychotic episode
while dealing with his sole
client, a weed-killer manufacturing company called
U/North. Clayton has the
task of restoring Edens’ san-

“Michael Clayton” received an R rating for language, including some
sexual dialogue. The film opened in select theaters on October 5
and expanded everywhere on October 12.

ity, thus restoring U/North’s
confidence in the firm. Clayton complies until he realizes
Edens may have discovered
a massive corporate conspiracy.
In another brilliant casting
move, Edens is played expertly by Tom Wilkinson (“The
Exorcism of Emily Rose,”
“Batman Begins”). Wilkinson is an incredibly underrated actor, and if he doesn’t
get an Oscar nomination for
this role, I may actually start
watching the Golden Globes
ceremony.
“Michael Clayton” opens

with a voice-over monologue from Wilkinson, which
makes for possibly one of the
most engrossing attention
grabbers in recent film.
The film slows down a bit
after the first few minutes, essentially offering audiences a
blurry and distorted picture
of what’s going on. It’s disorienting at first, but the film
slowly comes into focus. So
slowly, in fact, that viewers
won’t even realize what is
happening until everything
is crystal clear.
The film is a brilliant piece
of storytelling and editing

Photo courtesy of michaelclayton.warnerbros.com

and perfectly captures Clayton’s personal journey.
Much of the credit for this
superb narrative goes to “Michael Clayton’s” writer and
director, Tony Gilroy. Gilroy
wrote all three “Bourne”
films, but “Michael Clayton”
is his directorial debut, and
it’s an incredible first effort.
His filming style augments
the ominous mood rather
than distracting from it, and
he gets star-quality perfor-

mances out of each of his actors.
Michael Clayton serves as
a curious protagonist. He’s
not a typical hero – he’s gone
through a divorce, a disastrous private business venture and countless ethical
blunders as a result of his job.
And yet he feels strikingly
real.
By the time Clayton finally
realizes he’s on the wrong
side of the case, audiences
will cheer him on as if they
know him personally. In a
genre full of forceful plot
twists and caricatures, it’s

hard to remember the last
time a suspense thriller has
made viewers genuinely care
about the outcome of its main
character.
“Michael Clayton” emerges
as a true crowd-pleaser (hence
the Seal of Approval). Those
willing to wade through the
murky and confusing first
half will be treated to one of
the most satisfying final acts
since “The Usual Suspects.”
Watch it now, or you’ll be
kicking yourself during Oscar season.
Movie Rating: 9 out of 10

Jimmy Eat World gives fans something to chase
By Josh Porter
A&E Editor
Jimmy Eat World needs another hit album like Donald
Trump needs food stamps.
The band has made a firm
handprint on the music industry already, with the
catchy vocals and driving
rock beats of “Bleed American” (2001) paving the way
for “Futures,” arguably one
of the best albums of 2004.
The band's newest album,
“Chase This Light,” debuted
Tuesday and marks its fifth
foray into the pop/punk
genre. And while the album
may not be completely necessary, it’s still a solid project.
The album’s first track, “Big
Casino,” brings to mind the
title track from “Futures.”
“Big Casino” is upbeat and
energetic and instills a sense
of hope and expectation.
The song leads perfectly
into “Let It Happen,” a song
that somehow brings on a

Photo courtesy of jimmyeatworld.com

Jimmy Eat World band members Rick Burch (bass), Tom Linton (guitar, vocals), Jim Adkins (lead vocals, guitar) and Zach Lind (drums).

sense of nostalgia after only
one listen – a talent that has
always characterized Jimmy
Eat World. “Hear You Me”
from “Bleed American” and
“Kill” from “Futures” are
perfect examples.
After the first two tracks,

“Chase This Light” begins to
lose steam. Tracks three and
four are decent, but fail to
meet high expectations from
“Futures,” an album with
very few filler tracks, if any.
The next two tracks, “Electable (Give It Up)” and “Gotta

Be Somebody’s Blues,” mark
the point where “Chase This
Light” really gets interesting.
With all of Jimmy Eat
World’s success, their sound
is easily recognizable and
possibly a bit stale to some
people. Musically, “Elect-

able” marks a departure from
the band’s usual fare, blending an aggressive punk beat
and defiant lyrics with emotive vocals and a catchy reverberating chant.
“Gotta Be Somebody’s
Blues” barely sounds like

Jimmy Eat World at all. The
album has elements of “Night
Drive” from “Futures,” but it
also incorporates the bending intonations of an orchestra. The finished product is
a calmly haunting piece of
music.
The remainder of the album is a bit more straightforward. Avid fans of Jimmy
Eat World will feel right at
home with tracks like “Firefight” and “Dizzy,” but it’s
hard to say how new listeners will receive many of
these songs.
“Chase This Light” feels
like an album that’s decently
impressive at first and grows
more likable with each time
through. Listeners will be
tempted to pick out a few
great songs and neglect the
rest of the album, but I recommend coming back to this
one. It may not be Jimmy Eat
World’s strongest album, but
plenty of depth lurks below
the surface.

Parnassus offers literary and artistic outlet ... and cash prizes
By Luke Larson
Contributor
I'm sure by now you've all
seen the big poster hanging
in the cafeteria or the flyers
on your dinner table or the
e-mail you may or may not
have opened.
Parnassus 2007, a literary
and art journal that Taylor
publishes once a year containing the creative words
and brushstrokes of anyone
in the Taylor community, is
now accepting submissions.
Now is a good time to let
those creative juices flow,
churn out beauty and throw
it at the feet of the Parnassus
staff.
Not only does it look good
on resumes, but the Parnassus staff is also offering $100
to the best submissions in

A&E

each of three categories: art,
poetry and prose.
“Parnassus” borrows its
name from a mountain in
Greece that, according to
Greek mythology, is home to
the nine Muses – goddesses
responsible for granting inspiration in art, literature, poetry and the like.
“The word ‘journal’ is trying to get across the idea that
the pieces included in Parnassus are quality work, like
what you would see in any
other academic or professional journal,” Parnassus editor
Kelsey Warren said. “Being
published in Parnassus is
something that students can
be proud of.”
Submissions can come
from students of all majors,
not just English and art majors. In fact, Parnassus is

open to all members of the
“Parnassus is a great way
Taylor community – not just to get your stories and your
students.
attitudes out to those around
Only currently enrolled you,” Bahler said, “because
Taylor students
those thoughts
qualify for the
aren't
doing
contest and the
much good if
"Those (creative) you're just sitprizes that it
entails. As long
on them.”
thoughts aren't ting
as you are a
Students can
member of the
all forms
doing much good if submit
Taylor commuof
literature
nity,
Parnasart, Warren
you're just sitting and
sus wants your
said.
work!
“Parnassus
on them."
Senior
John
takes all kinds
Bahler submitof work – the
-John Bahlerted his short stomore creative,
ry “The Resurthe
better,“
rection Prayer”
Warren
said.
last year, and while he didn't “For example, poetry, short
win first prize, he did receive fiction, creative nonfiction,
an invitation to read it at the screenplays, speeches, es“Creating Literature” confer- says, photography, graphic
ence in February.
designs, paintings and more.

In no way is this a complete
list.”
Parnassus has no requirements for length, no limitations on theme or subject
matter and no limit to the
number of works one person
may submit.
The one limitation is that all
work submitted to Parnassus
must be appropriate and uphold the Life Together Covenant.
Parnassus will not accept examples such as pornographic
art or works that show drug
abuse in a positive light, etc.
“Because Parnassus is a
journal that represents and
is funded by Taylor University, it must stand up to the
standards of decency and
integrity you would expect
from a Christian college,”
the editors said in a state-

ment.
Entrants may submit works
via e-mail to kelsey_warren@
taylor.edu. Hardcopies may
be sent through campus mail
to Box 1295 or turned in directly to Thom Satterlee, Parnassus faculty advisor, or to
the English department.
The deadline for submissions is before midnight Oct.
31. (I personally tip my hat
to anyone that turns in their
submission to Satterlee in full
Halloween getup.)
The staff votes on each
piece and decides whether
the piece deserves a place
in Parnassus based on majority rule. Once the pieces
are decided upon and organized the final draft is sent to
print.
The journal is due for release in the spring.
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Stop striving and How to enjoy homecoming
start achieving less It's not just for old people anymore

BY STEVE CONN
COLUMNIST
Hello, and welcome back
to another article that is entirely lacking in culture.
Because I am proud to
bear such a distinction, I am
going to take this opportunity to recommend to you a
movie of questionable cultural value.
The ﬁlm, called “The Adventures of Baron Munchausen,” is about the laughable
hijinx of a baron whose
prowess may be slightly exaggerated.
In this ﬁlm the baron
rides a cannonball, defeats
a Turkish army and pulls
himself up from the ocean
ﬂoor by his own hair. Also,
it features Robin Williams as
Ray D. Tutto, a disembodied
head that is also ruler of the
moon.
Upon doing some research,
I discovered that this movie
is actually based upon the
life of a real man by the
name of Karl Friedrich von
Munchhausen (1720-1797).
Apparently, his life was so
inspiring that two hundred
years after his death, he was
given the greatest posthumous honor our society can
give – a highly inaccurate
motion picture rendition of
things loosely related to his
life, as portrayed by people
who knew nothing about
him.
The reason I bring this up
is that I ﬁnd it inspiring.
Munchausen was a brave
man who always struggled
to be and do more. He was
never satisﬁed until he had
won every battle and wooed
every damsel. He was the
best, and we should be, too.
Right?

I’m going to go out on a
limb and give an opinion
that might meet some opposition.
Stop striving so hard and
do less. Yes my friends, I’m
challenging you to achieve
less in your lives.
Before you ﬁnish your
snort of derision, please note
I am not calling you all to laziness. There are many students out there who could
do with a little more of the
Baron in them.
This article is not for them.
It is for the students who are
proud of putting the “over”
in “overachiever.”
As Christians, we should
be committed to excellence,
but not overcommitted to
our own sense of accomplishment. Many of us want
to achieve for God, but even
then, our motivations must
be pure.
At an institution of higher
learning, we reward and
glorify education. Is this
wrong? Of course not. But
do some people tie their
self-worth to their grade
point average? I do, and so
do many others.
Some of us are pushed to
succeed in competitive jobs,
be involved in multiple
ministries or take on roles of
leadership. But we will not
have roles of leadership in
heaven.
“Those who cling to
worthless idols forfeit the
grace that could be theirs,”
Jonah 2:8 says.
Where have we set up
worthless idols? Not in
our checkbooks, of course,
because we’re good Christians!
But how about in our résumés, our relationships or
in our schedules? Where
would it hurt us to fail?
If the work we ﬁnd to be
most valuable is the work on
the cross, then we can live
lives that even the highly
decorated Baron Munchausen will envy.

LETTER TO
THE EDITOR
Following after Eve
“When the women saw
that the fruit of the tree was
good for food and pleasing
to the eye and also desirable
for gaining wisdom, she took
some and ate it.” (Genesis
3:6)
The ﬁrst female mind
thought this way when
tempted: physical need
(food), looks (pleasing to
the eye) and personal desire
(gaining wisdom).
I can’t say which of these
three things moved Eve from
temptation to sin, nor do I
know the reasons behind the
things other females seek after. But I do know that all too
often we emphasize personal
desire, leaving looks behind,
which clearly plays a big role
in our decision making process.
We all know guys deal with
visual stimulation in relation to females. We’ve read
the Echo articles and possibly formed accountability
groups for it.
We read passages like Song
of Solomon 7:1-9: “Your
graceful legs are like jewels.”
It may be uncomfortable,
but it doesn’t shock us.
But what about Song of
Solomon 5:10-16? What is
your reaction to references
describing a man’s body:
“Like polished ivory decorated with sapphire.” Or legs
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like “Pillars of marble”?
Do you brush it off completely? Do you propose
that, despite this passage,
a female’s struggle is more
emotional than physical? Or
do you identify with it but
are too afraid to speak up?
The last group was me
until I was challenged to do
something.
I don’t presume to know
what passes through a guy’s
mind when he lusts, but I
know my own experience. I
also know that I'm not alone
among females.
We are like Eve. Our attention is captured by physical
attractiveness, and while we
may not be poetic, a male’s
body is attractive.
Just like Eve, we move
from temptation to sin when
things are “pleasing to the
eye.”
Why am I writing this? My
purpose is three-fold:
1) For males: Please be
aware of this! Society says
you can be shirtless, but females will look, are tempted
and may fall into sin.
2) For females: Stop hiding! If you don’t share your
struggle, it’s easier to justify
and harder to ﬁght, and you
will feel alone when you are
not.
3) For myself: Stand up and
say something! If it means
that much to you, do something about it.
- Kristen Sutton

BY MARK HEYDLAUFF
COLUMNIST
In case Taylor’s RSS calendar feed hasn't told you, in
case the alumni relations ofﬁce hasn't texted you and in
case the mysterious “Taylor
Announcement” hasn’t emailed you, this weekend is
Homecoming.
Now, I know what you are
thinking: “Is this Mark character really writing a column
on Homecoming?” After all,
to us, Homecoming is just
the weekend after Airband
– kind of like Boxing Day is
the day after Christmas in
Canada.
Homecoming: the weekend
of long lunch lines, Cadillacs
cruising slowly around the
loop and recitations from
President Emeritus Jay Kes-

ler of, “When the frost is on
the punkin and the fodder’s
in the shock ...”
Why do people who have
been away from Taylor for
ﬁve, 25 or 50 years come
back for a weekend that is
really not much more than
some songs, a football game
and upgraded meals in the
D.C.? Why do 40-year-old
men show up in Wengatz
and ask if the residents still
paint the water tower?
Homecoming is a revisiting
of something, a going back, a
returning home. It’s a great
time to renew old bonds and
tell the stories of yesteryear.
But hold the phone: We are
students in the here and now,
and we don’t have those
memories, so we don't have
to think about old stories,
right? Wrong.
Why do the men of Broho
elect a Phubbbbbbbs every
fourth year? And the men of
Third West – surely they can
ﬁnd something better to eat
and an easier way to enter
the chapel then to lug around

a gourd and a watermelon
and have maintenance carry
them into Rediger?
Can’t the third ﬂoor of English come up with a better
pick-a-date than broomball?
Don’t they know they did
that one last year?
We don't have to become
old and gray to think about
what our own homecoming
may be like in 2033. (Class
of 2008, that will be our 25th
reunion.) We’re writing the
stories of our future Taylor
Homecomings now.
I am not advocating you
go out and paint the water
tower, the bridge or anything
else you might be tempted to
paint.
I’m not even suggesting
that you need to do anything
unique at all. I only encourage you to take advantage of
life at Taylor.
Don't get so caught up in
constitutional law (my apologies, Professor Loy) that
you don't hang out with your
wing. Don't get so caught up
in your Facebook life that

you miss your real life.
I grant you, each of us has
a different experience at Taylor. Some will graduate having made fonder memories
than others. Some will look
back and wonder why they
did what they did. But whatever your experience is, plan
now for your Homecoming.
I guarantee you will remember what you do now.
Remember the Christmas
candle lighting disaster of
2006? Remember when those
girls from English were making pancakes in the Gerig
lobby and the ﬁre alarm went
off, at 8 a.m. on a Saturday?
Professor Jessica Rousselow-Winquist as Yoda? Marylou doing baton tricks? SBP
chapel misspeaks? Former
President David Gyertson
playing the drums? We Covenant?
It’s time to write your own
stories.
The author appreciates the
assistance of the two women
who put the L’s in Cellar Apartment.

holds water like a rooftop either incredibly cynical or
else under the payroll of Bill
gutter.
The next argument: the Gates.
The article then proceeds
iPhone is simply a selﬁshly
expensive way of strap- to discredit the functionality
ping your cell phone to your of the device, claiming those
who buy the iPhone receive
iPod.
On this topic, let me point dissatisfaction due to low
battery
life
out
some
and an excluiPhone
feasive two-year
tures that virAnyone who
contract
to
tually no other
denies the fact that AT&T.
handheld deThis would
vice of any
the iPhone is a
obviously
kind has.
substantial advance explain the
• A revoluin technology is iPhone’s 90
tionary touch
screen intereither incredibly percent customer
satisface that alcynical or under the faction rating
lows
input
from multiple payroll of Bill Gates. according to
USA TODAY.
ﬁngers at once.
Wait, no … the
• The ﬁrst
full-featured Web browser on opposite of that.
Up until now, we’ve had
a pocket device in history.
• A full version of Google to settle for mediocrity in
our cell phones. Clunky conmaps.
• The ability to purchase trols, unintuitive menus and
and download iTunes songs poorly integrated cameras or
MP3 players seem to be the
directly onto the device.
Anyone who denies that norm.
We put up with these feathe iPhone is a substantial
advance in technology is tures because nothing sim-

pler existed.
Regardless of whether you
like the iPhone , it gives other cell phone manufacturers
a much-needed kick in the
pants to make better products. How exactly is that unhealthy?
Many people look at Apple and see perfection. They
think every Apple product
is ﬂawless, and they are convinced Chief Executive Ofﬁcer Steve Jobs can do no
wrong.
I am not one of these Apple
fan boys. I simply know a
revolutionary product when
I see it.
As with any product, convincing arguments exist to
stay away from the iPhone. I
personally will likely not buy
one, as I simply can’t afford
one yet – and I’d rather wait
for the next iteration of the
iPhone (which we all know
is coming).
As for anyone else considering this purchase, I’d suggest disregarding last week’s
article and investigating the
topic yourself.

iNexplicable: Defending the iPhone
BY JOSH PORTER
A & E EDITOR
Last week, Steve Etheridge trashed Apple’s iPhone
device, essentially spewing
his anger onto a newspaper
page.
I can’t resist setting the record straight for those who
may not be in the know. Let’s
look at the points that Steve
brought up in last week’s article, one by one.
First, readers were treated to the tried-and-true
“We’re all arrogant for buying expensive things when
other people are suffering”
speech.
This is simply poor reasoning that cannot stand up to
a reality test. For instance,
Steve probably typed his article on his shiny MacBook
laptop.
Perhaps we should abandon technology, despite the
fast-paced,
informationheavy society in which we
reside and start living as if
we’re less fortunate than we
really are. This argument
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Game, set, championship

Trojan Sports
(Home games in bold)

Cross Country

Men’s tennis brings home MCC tournament win
By Emily Moore
Contributor

The
Taylor men's tennis
team put the finishing touches on its
masterpiece season
last weekend by
winning the MidCentral Conference
tournament.
The win comes on top
of an undefeated conference season that led to
an MCC regular season champsionship.
The Trojans won
the tournament with
a total of 18 points.
The win advances
them to the regional
tournament, which
will take place in the
spring.
The Trojans pulled
in eight of nine possible points on Thursday, quickly earning a
first-place ranking. This
gave the team confidence
as it entered the tournament’s second day, when
the men played another
strong round and earned
enough points to seal the
victory even before playing Saturday’s finals.
Singles wins came from

freshman Felipe Bedon,
who competed in the top
flight, and senior Jorge
Burmicky, who played
No. 2 singles. Junior Dave
Smith (No. 3), sophomore
Jack Reed (No. 5) and senior Andrew Miller (No. 6)
all finished as runners-up

Jorge
Burmicky

Photos by Timmy Huynh

NFL Preview
By Jake Bragg
Contributor
Colts (5-0) @ Jaguars (4-1)
The Jaguars clearly look
like the second-best team in
the AFC South after dismantling the Texans last week en
route to their fourth straight
win. The Colts’ bye week
came at the perfect time, allowing key starters to nurse
their injuries. I expect Indy
to come out in full force,
which they’ll need against a
good Jaguars team.
Colts 31, Jaguars 30.
Bears (2-4) @ Eagles (2-3)
Let’s take an inventory of
the Bears this year. Under
Rex Grossman their record
was 1-2. They replaced him
with fan-favorite Brian Griese. His record? 1-2. I expect

cries for third-stringer Kyle
Orton to begin after another
loss and two more interceptions from Griese.
Eagles 17, Bears 14.
Steelers (4-1) @ Broncs (2-3)
Broncos’ quarterback Jay
Cutler has shown some
growing pains this year,
throwing six interceptions
to only four touchdowns.
And he faces a terrific Steelers’ defense this week. Look
for Cutler to get hit early
and often and the Steelers to
improve to 5-1.
Steelers 23, Broncos 17.
Pats (6-0) @ Dolphins (0-6)
Tom Brady is ahead of
Peyton Manning's pace to
set the single season touchdown record. He should
add to that total this week.
Patriots 52, Dolphins 3.

Women's soccer ends regular season

Photo by Andy Marston

Sophomore Becca Miller wins the ball in the air during Saturday’s home game against Huntington.
The Lady Trojans (3-11-0, 1-7-0) lost 1-6 to Huntington (98-1, 3-5-0) in their last home game of the year. Kristin Smith
scored Taylor's only goal in the game.
On Wednesday, the team traveled to the University of St.
Francis (9-7-1, 5-3-0) for its last regular season game. The
Cougars proved to be too much for the Lady Trojans, shutting out the team 0-4.
Taylor will play against Indiana Wesleyan University in the
Mid-Central Conference tournament at 7 p.m. Saturday.
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in their flights.
In addition to the wins,
Taylor team members
pulled in several top honors, including three allconference team selections
(Bedon, Burmicky and
Smith) and MCC Coach of
the Year (Don Taylor).
Doubles action highlighted senior Kyle Brown and
Smith winning the third
flight. A close loss in the
final match put Burmicky
and Miller in the runnerup position in the second
flight.
Although grateful for the
MCC honor, Taylor says he
found the entire season rewarding.
“Seeing the guys when
they play and winning the
conference, that’s much
more rewarding than winning coach of the year,” he
said.
The conference win was
a relief for Brown, who has
felt the burden of championship expectations for
several years as a result
of the 2001 team’s MCC
championship.
“Winning the MCC validates that we are a championship team, that all the
wins this season weren’t
some fluke,” Brown said.
The season resumes in the
spring as the team plays
in several tournaments to
prepare for the Region VIII
tournament.
Until then, the team will

have a much-deserved break and a
lot to anticipate.
“(The
regional
tournament) is going
to be a whole new
challenge for us,” Bedon said. “It’s going
to be a lot harder as
well, and I’m pretty
excited about it already.”
Burmicky
called
the season “the most
fun I’ve had in the
past four years.” He
accredited much of
the team’s success
to the team’s
tight-knit
atmosphere and
insisted that
Coach Taylor
was responsible for that
bond.
“He
knows
how
to
put the whole
team
together,” Burmicky said. “He
doesn’t make it his top priority to win; he likes integrity in his players, he likes
that we do the right thing,
that we learn the word of
God.”
Taylor pointed to the
team’s summer mission
trip to Honduras as the
catalyst to the team’s
bonding. During the trip,
the team set up programs
with children, shared testi-

(Men)

Wisconsin-Parkside, 7th of 17
MCC Championship meet:
12:30 p.m. Sat. at Marian

(Women)

Wisconsin-Parkside, 7th of 14
MCC Championship meet:
11:30 a.m. Sat. at Marian

Football
(2-5, 0-3)

L, 29-69 St. Francis*
Upcoming games:
1 p.m. Sat. vs. Ohio Domin.*
(Homecoming game)

Soccer

(Men, 10-4-2, 4-2-1)

L, 0-2 Indiana Wesleyan*
W, 4-2 Marian*
Upcoming games:
11 a.m. Sat. vs. St. Francis*
4 p.m. Tues. at Davenport

(Women, 3-11-0, 1-7-0)

Felipe Bedon

monies and played against
some of the area’s best tennis players.
“I think (the trip) set a
stage for our team to become God-centered and …
unified,” Taylor said.
Bedon agreed, adding
that the team members’
unity is what has allowed
them to be successful.
“We were always encouraging, we were friends,
and I love it,” said Bedon.

Women's tennis takes fourth
By Andrew Broersma
Contributor
The Taylor women’s tennis team placed fourth out of
nine teams in the Mid-Central Conference tournament
in Ft. Wayne, finishing the
season 8-6 (4-4 in the MCC).
At the tournament, senior
Kristine Bolinger shined
bright, rising from her threeseed slot to win the No. 2
singles championship.
“I saw (Bolinger) play her
most focused, best tennis in
her four years of playing,”
Head Coach Dara Syswerda
said.
The team’s tournament
performance was a significant improvement from last
year, when the team finished
seventh of eight.

Sophomores Kristin Goeke
and Mary Horton (No. 1
singles and No. 6 singles) advanced to the semi-finals of
their respective flights.

"We have been very
used to being in the
top three."
-Dara SyswerdaIn addition, two of the three
doubles pairs made it past
the first round, but both lost
in the second.
Sophomore Rhona Murungi believes that the team will
continue to improve because
of the experience gained

from this year.
“Last year, the tennis team
was very young, and (we) did
not have much experience in
intercollegiate competition,”
Murungi said. “This year, the
team was much more prepared to face the games (we)
were scheduled.”
But the team will return
more experienced next year,
Bolinger said.
“Last year (the team) was
a little inexperienced, which
this year we turned around,”
she said. “They will only
continue to get better.”
Syswerda echoed Murungi’s and Bolinger’s optimistic
outlook on the future.
“Next year we should do
even better,” Syswerda said.
“We have been very used to
being in the top three.”

L, 1-6 Huntington*
L, 0-4 St. Francis*
Upcoming games:
MCC Tournament

Tennis

(Men, 12-1, 7-0)

MCC Tournament Champs
Fall season concluded

(Women, 8-6, 4-4)

4th of 8 in MCC Tourn.
Fall season concluded

Volleyball
(27-5, 6-1)

W, 3-0 WV Tech
L, 0-3 MVNU
W, 3-1 Trinity Christian
W, 3-0 Campbellsville
W, 3-0 Grace*
Upcoming matches:
7 p.m. vs. University
of Indianapolis*^
* denotes MCC match
^ denotes WTUR webcast

“Gold Rush,”
men’s soccer
and giveaways!
Come support the men’s
soccer team at 11 a.m. Saturday as they host St. Francis University for Senior Day.
Let's make it a “gold rush”
by wearing game day shirts.
Be prepared for thundersticks at the gate, t-shirt
giveaways throughout the
game and other in-game
activities and prizes. Invite
your friends to be a part of
the excitement!

Head-to-head with Ty Needler
Full name: Tyler Ray Needler Nickname: The Jacket
Class: Junior
Age: 20
Major: Finance
Sport: Football
Birthday: February 12, 1987
Birthplace: Marion, Ind.
Height: 5’ 11”
Residence: Off campus
Greatest sports accomplishments: Grant County player of the
year for both football and baseball my senior year in high school.
Advice: Ladies, snow boots with fur and belts for no purpose are
stupid.
Dream car: Dark green 2006 Ford F-250 extended cab with fourwheel drive
Favorite childhood toy: G.I. Joe
Dream vacation: Do nothing for a week.
The Taylor student body should know... Chris Wheeler is actually a good person; you just need to take the time to get to know
him.
Favorite quotes: “Do the things you gotta do to get things done”;
“Let's all be the men today.”– Steve Wilt, former Taylor head football coach.
Music currently in your car’s CD player: I have a tape deck; the
radio is on 100.5 WWKI.
Favorite video game: Guitar Hero
Interesting personal fact: I don’t like most people.
Favorite band / singer: George Strait
Most desired superpowers: I already have them.
Favorite Taylor professor: Professor Philip Loy
Favorite food: No-bake cookies
Favorite drink: Mountain Dew
Dumbest thing you’ve done: Sold my old truck
Favorite movie: “Shawshank Redemption”
Favorite Bible verse: “For we are taking pains to do what is right,
not only in the eyes of the Lord but also in the eyes of men.” – 2
Corinthians 8:21

Most desired superpowers?
“I already have them."
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